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Abstract

Metamaterials have attracted wide scientific interest as promising candidates to break fundamental bounds
on materials properties and to realize extraordinary devices such as invisibility cloaks and perfect flat lenses.
Recently, the field has been extending to certain coupled physical phenomena where one physics acts as the
driving force for another. Stimuli-responsive metamaterials, also referred to as 4D metamaterials, have been
demonstrated for many combinations such as thermo-elasticity, magneto-optics or piezo-electricity. Herein,
a soft ultra compact and accurate microrobot is described which can achieve controlled motion under thermal
stimuli. The system consists of an organized assembly of two kinds of functional structures: a rotational
element and a translational one. Both elements are designed basing upon the principle of the thermo-elastic
bilayer plate that bends in response to temperature changes. Samples are fabricated using gray-tone lithogra-
phy from a single polymer but with two different laser writing powers, thus making each part different in its
thermal and mechanical behaviors. Excellent motion-controllable, reversible and stable features in a dry envi-
ronment are verified by simulations and experiments, revealing broad application prospects for the designed
soft micro actuators.

Introduction

Mechanical metamaterials are artificial materials
with unusual effective mechanical properties that
mainly result from structural design rather than from
the properties of constituent materials [1–5]. Using
additional physical controls, scientists have designed
composite structures that not only go beyond the
properties of their constituents but whose effective
properties can even have a sign opposite to the lat-
ter [6–10]; they are categorized as stimuli-responsive
metamaterials and are also known as 4D metamate-
rials [11–13]. Mechanical metamaterials have been
designed to show superior mechanical properties in

various application fields. Taking a metamaterial ap-
proach toward the design of soft microrobots sub-
stantially increases the number of degrees of free-
dom in deformation and the available geometrical
parameters [14–16]. Indeed, the complex behavior
of highly deformable mechanical metamaterials can
substantially enhance the performance of soft mi-
crorobots. Soft shape-matching materials based on
mechanical metamaterials were proposed [17], with
potential applications in soft robotics and wearable
(medical) devices. Soft actuating materials are ca-
pable of changing their macroscopic shapes under
external physical stimuli of the mechanical [18], the
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electric [19–21], the photonic [22, 23], the thermotic
[24, 25], the hygrometric [26–29], or the magnetic
[30–32] type. Such stimuli-responsive materials play
a key role in designing soft microrobots thanks to
their brilliant shape recovery properties under ap-
plied stimuli that help the creation of programmable
and accurate motion [33–35].

So far, actuating devices have been designed
mainly using multilayered films or beams, exploiting
the different physical response of two or more differ-
ent materials. In the field of thermally driven meta-
materials, actuators are usually realized by coupling
two layers of materials with different thermal expan-
sion coefficients and Young’s moduli [9, 36]. How-
ever, realizations of actuating metamaterials have to
date only been reported for simple deformations like
self-bending or been demonstrated for macroscopic
structures, at the centimeter or millimeter scale. It
remains a challenge to obtain more complex defor-
mations under external stimuli, such as rotation and
translation, by a more direct and practical fabrication
approach directly at the microscale.

Here, we design thermally actuated elements that
provide fundamental mechanical motions (rotation
and translation) at the microscale, which are crucial
deformations highly required by a microrobot per-
forming in a controlled manner. Then we fabricate
functional stacks combining the proposed elements.
The fabrication of such complex bimaterial samples
is realized using a single material system but locally
varying laser exposure. The stacks produce accu-
rate movement under an applied thermal stimulus
and totally recover to the rest state when the external
stimulus is switched off. The system supports accu-
rate motional amplitudes, reversible response, and is
well controlled by a simple thermo-mechanical pro-
cess (thermal expansion) in a dry environment. We
demonstrate the possibility of building a three-axis
microrobot with a single material using single-step
lithography and thus bring thermoelastic metamate-
rials for microrobots closer to real applications. Our
proposed design is a highly promising basis paving
the way for the next micro-nanorobotic generation.

Results and discussion
Design and fabrication of the metamaterial. We
start by designing two elementary robotic unit cells

that produce either rotational or translational motion
under a thermal stimulus (see Fig. 1). The elements
can build up a functional stack and further assem-
ble into a robotic arm with three orthogonal orienta-
tions (see Supplementary Figure 1 and Supplemen-
tary Concept Design). Such a robotic arm can real-
ize multiple movements based on rotation and trans-
lation along each axis, which is vital to position a
robotic tip in space (see Supplementary Movie 1).
We illustrate the operating principle of the elements
as follows: the bilayer beam expands and bends upon
heating, due to the difference in thermal expansion
properties, giving rise to a net translation (rotation)
of the element (see Fig. 1b-c). The induced trans-
lational (rotational) motion of each element accumu-
lates and enlarges the motional amplitudes at the end
of the stack. By tailoring the translation (rotation)
amplitudes for each axis, the robotic arm is capable
of performing three-dimensional (3D) motion in re-
sponse to an external thermal stimulus. In addition,
the motional amplitude of the tip end is well con-
trolled by temperature changes.

In this work, we use 3D gray-tone two-photon
lithography to fabricate complex two-component
metamaterials. It is far from trivial to print such
structures with two different materials in a single step
at the micro-scale. We note that the key to thermally
responsive metamaterials primarily lies in the ther-
mal expansion properties of the two different com-
ponents. It was demonstrated in references [9, 37]
that the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) does
not only depend on the type of polymer used, but for
a given monomer it also depends on the laser writ-
ing power during photo-polymerization. As a proof,
we have fabricated bulk polymer cubes with different
writing powers (side length 50 µm, made from IP-
Dip, Nanoscribe GmbH) and we have measured their
CTEs. In the fabrication process, an average value of
20 mW is defined as the reference power. The ac-
tual power is given by the reference power times the
power scaling factor, which is varied locally in the
spirit of gray-tone lithography. We change the power
scaling factor (and hence the exposure power) to fab-
ricate different cubes (see Fig. 2a). During the mea-
surement, we heat each polymer cube with a thermal
gradient ∆T = 50 K and capture images of the de-
formation. By using the public domain image pro-
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the operating principle of rotational
and translational stages. (a) Bi-material beam and its defor-
mation under a change in surrounding temperature of 40 K. (b-
c) Operating principle of the translational and rotational ele-
ments, respectively. The component with higher (lower) CTE
is depicted in blue (gray). The initial positions of the elements
are outlined for visual comparison. The directions of rotation
(translation) are indicated by red (black) arrows. For clarity,
deformations in panel (a) and panels (b-c) are scaled by 10
times and 40 times, respectively. Key parameters marked in
the panels are: α1 = 3.84 × 10−5 K−1, α2 = 4.67 × 10−5 K−1,
E1 = 3.98 GPa, E2 = 3.9 GPa, µ1 = µ2 = 0.4, h1 = h2 = 3 µm,
h3 = 54 µm, h4 = 21 µm, h5 = 36 µm, h6 = 12 µm, h7 = 33 µm,
L1 = 57 µm, L2 = 63 µm, L3 = 18 µm, L4 = 15 µm,
L5 = 48 µm, w1 = 15 µm, w2 = 24 µm, d1 = 48 µm.

cessing software ImageJ, we proceed to convert each
image to 8-bit format, then define edges and conse-
quently convert the images to binary ones. Closing
and filling algorithms are successively performed to
obtain the internal areas defined by the edges (see
Fig. 2f,g). Finally, based on the obtained areas mea-
sured in pixels, we estimate the CTE following

αL =
Af − Ab

2Ab∆T
(1)

where Ab and Af are the areas obtained from images
captured before and after heating, respectively. The
correlation between the CTE and the laser exposure
power is established in Fig. 2i. We observe that the
CTE decreases approximately linearly with the laser
exposure power.

The mechanical properties (here Young’s modu-

lus E) for different laser powers are also obtained by
measuring the aforementioned bulk polymer cuboid
samples. We use Brillouin light scattering to mea-
sure the longitudinal elastic modulus from which we
obtain Young’s modulus (see Supplementary Figure
2 and Supplementary Mechanical Properties Mea-
surement). We observe quasi-linear dependence of
Young’s modulus on the laser exposure power, as in-
creasing laser power results in enhanced photopoly-
merization and therefore increased stiffness [37, 38].
It is noted that only the ratio E1/E2 actually enters
into the effective deformation of bi-material beams
[9].

As a proof of demonstration, we fabricate bi-
layer beams with two components defined by two
different power scaling factors and beams with a
single component for comparison (see Supplemen-
tary Figure 3 and Supplementary Fabrication Tech-
nique). Observations show that the two-component
beams deform and bend as the surrounding tem-
perature changes, but also that they shrink during
development, whereas the single-component beams
are almost not influenced by temperature variations,
demonstrating that the two components indeed have
different properties. We thereby safely validate the
fabrication strategy and demonstrate the possibility
of printing a microrobot in only one step using a sin-
gle photoresist and gray-tone lithography.

Based on the above laser writing strategy, we fab-
ricate the metamaterials depicted in Fig. 1 using
a single photoresist but two laser writing powers.
We construct the less active component with a laser
power 10 mW and the more active component with
a laser power 9 mW. Clearly, a larger difference in
selected power scaling factors would bring in larger
motional amplitudes; however, it would also add
more difficulties during fabrication and would spe-
cially lead to less repeatable motions for poorly ex-
posed polymers. Here, we aim at designing a repeat-
able response and thus we must use the less dam-
ageable material. Poorly exposed polymer structures
are indeed porous, they shrink a lot and they are
thus not resistant to ambient conditions. With the
chosen power scaling factors the fabricated samples
show better mechanical stability and fewer imper-
fections. Optical and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) micrographs of selected fabricated stacks are
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Fig. 2. CTE and Young’s modulus measurement. (a) Bulk
polymer cubes written by different laser power scaling factors.
(b) Outline of the general process in ImageJ to obtain areas
measured in pixels: the optical image of a polymer cube in
panel (c) is first converted into 8-bit format in panel (d). Then
an edge detection algorithm is applied and the image is con-
verted into a binary image in panel (e). After applying closing
algorithms in panel (f) and filling algorithms in panel (g), we
finally obtain the internal area defined by these edges in panel
(h). (i) The CTE versus laser exposure power is obtained by
measuring areas before and after heating. The Young’s modulus
depicted in red is measured by Brillouin light scattering metrol-
ogy. The bottom horizontal axis gives the power scaling factor
whereas the top horizontal axis gives the actual power. We add
black (red) error bars to indicate standard deviations of the cal-
culated CTE (Young’s modulus). The CTE decreases (Young’s
modulus increases) with the laser exposure power. Both varia-
tions are approximately linear.

Fig. 3. Functional stacks fabricated by gray-tone lithogra-
phy. (a) (c) Optical micrographs and (b) (d) SEM images. Each
stack is composed of five elements. The samples are composed
of two constituent components fabricated with a single pho-
toresist but two different laser exposure powers. Differential
shrinkage during development leads to pre-bending of the bi-
layer beams, further leading to rotation (translation) of the stack
shown in the panels.

shown in Fig. 3. We stress that the built compo-
nents look alike in optical and electronic images, but
that they are actually different in their thermal and
mechanical properties. We notice the pre-bending
of bi-material beams, which originates from differ-
ent volume shrinkage during the development pro-
cess. Within the linear regime, this pre-bending does
not change the thermal operation. Instead, it directly
evidences that the two components with different ex-
posure powers are different in their thermal and me-
chanical properties. We can also notice the rota-
tion (or translation) that results from pre-bending, in
agreement with the designed operation principle.

Characterization of the thermally responsive be-
havior. To test the concept, we discuss the actuat-
ing performance of the functional stacks (see Sup-
plementary Figure 4 and Supplementary Conceptual
Testing). Upon electron beam heating (for about 10
seconds), the structures exhibit a thermal-mechanical
response with corresponding motion. We wait for
a given time (here 60 minutes) for the environment
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Fig. 4. Temperature-dependent measurement of the fabri-
cated stacks. (a) (c) Dependence of motional amplitudes of
the stacks with the thermal gradient for rotation and translation,
respectively. The plots show a symmetric, linear and reversible
amplitude response. (b) (d) Cyclic stability of the structures
for rotation and translation, respectively, where temperatures
are switched between 25◦C (marked in blue) and 45◦C (marked
in red). The error bars (marked in black) indicate the differ-
ence between experimental and numerical results. Note that the
translational displacements in panels (c-d) are normalized to the
initial non-heated stack length in the z-direction. (e) (f) The spe-
cific work (i.e., the work normalized to the mass of the struc-
ture) and the actuation motion of the elements under thermal
stimuli are plotted versus the normalized load and represented
in analogy with Hooke’s springs shown in the insets. Loads M0
and M1 have been normalized by the mass of the rotational ele-
ment (2.5×10−10 kg) and translational element (2.1×10−10 kg),
respectively. A linear relationship between displacements and
external loads is observed in both cases, suggesting that the
elastic limit is not reached.

and the samples to naturally cool back to the initial
temperature. Note that such long cooling times are
needed due to the absence of active cooling. When
external heating is released, motion gradually de-
creases until the initial rest point is retrieved. Such an
observation suggest that the thermal-driven behavior
is sensitive and reversible.

In order to evaluate quantitatively the thermally

induced actuation mechanism, we conduct finite el-
ement analysis (FEA) and temperature-dependent
measurements to check whether the structures be-
have exactly as designed. For FEA, we use the com-
mercial software COMSOL Multiphysics. In the ex-
periments, the structures are heated in an enclosed
chamber with well controlled temperatures. We ap-
ply image cross-correlation analysis to obtain the
temperature-induced displacement field and hence
reveal the motion mechanism. Figure 4a,c sum-
marizes the temperature-dependent measurement re-
sults, where temperatures are elevated gradually
from 21.8◦C to 96.4◦C (with temperature differ-
ence around 75K) for the thermally induced rota-
tion behavior and temperatures are elevated gradu-
ally from 21.8◦C to 71.7◦C (with temperature differ-
ence around 50K) for the thermally induced trans-
lation behavior, respectively. It is observed that the
rotational and translational amplitudes increase lin-
early with the thermal gradient, in good agreement
with FEA. Desired motional amplitudes can hence be
accurately achieved by applying predefined temper-
ature variations. Besides, motional amplitudes de-
crease to zero as the temperature returns to its ini-
tial value, revealing a well reversible performance.
These results quantitatively demonstrate that the de-
signed structures feature an accurate and reversible
behavior under thermal stimuli. Movies of rotation
(Supplementary Movie 2) and translation (Supple-
mentary Movie 3) under thermal stimuli are avail-
able in the Supplementary information. We can ob-
serve minor differences between the measured re-
sults and the FEA results. The uncertainty mainly
originates from the inaccuracy of the measured CTE
and Young’s moduli. Imperfections of the fabricated
samples also add to these differences. For example,
due to a drift during writing, the two layers in some
of the bi-material beams may not be well connected,
even to the extent of detaching.

To check the robustness of the thermally-driven
operation, we test the functional stack under several
heating-and-cooling cycles. Both the heating process
and the cooling process last for 25 minutes during
each cycle, ensuring that the system can reach its
steady state. Hence, the full cycle time of a reversible
switch is 50 minutes for the thermal cycling condi-
tions used. As shown in Fig. 4b, the rotation angle
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changes from around 0.08◦ to 0.92◦ as temperatures
are switched from 25◦C to 45◦C. This actuation is
reversible and repeatable upon several heating-and-
cooling cycles, and the thermally-induced motional
amplitudes are stable with small deterioration, which
demonstrates a predictable long and stable working
life. Similar relations of translational stacks are also
observed in Fig. 4d. One may raise concerns regard-
ing the small motion produced by the samples. In
this work, the samples are fabricated to demonstrate
extremely accurate and reversible operation, at the
sacrifice of motional amplitudes. However, the ob-
served motion is still comparable to what has been
reported in the literatures for micro-structured ther-
mally responsive metamaterials in a dry environment
[9] and it has to be emphasized that actuation is re-
motely controlled and does not rely on an external
mechanical actuation as is often the case. We inves-
tigated by numerical simulation the relationship be-
tween motional amplitudes and constructed parame-
ters (see Supplementary Figure 5 and Supplementary
Parameter Analysis). It is found that the amplitudes
can be effectively adjusted by tuning structural and
material parameters, or imposing larger temperature
variations.

We finally estimate the potential torque (or force)
that the designed structures can produce to move an
object. The analysis of mechanical responses re-
quires the correlation of the motional amplitude to
an external load. Thereby, we use numerical calcula-
tions with the commercial software COMSOL Multi-
physics. In our simulations, we consider a rotational
(or translational) element with a torque (or force) ap-
plied to the sideways surface (or to the top end) in
the opposite direction to the thermally induced dis-
placement. A temperature elevation of 20 K is then
imposed. Motional amplitudes are obtained versus
increasing weight loading. The load-carrying capa-
bility is characterized by the applied load and by the
specific work that the elements produce under the
temperature elevation. The rotational (translational)
elements work like Hooke’s torsion (linear) springs
by twisting (pushing) the end along its axis. Specif-
ically, when a rotational (translational) element un-
dergoes a temperature elevation, it exerts a torque
(force) on external objects that is proportional to the
angle (displacement), in analogy with a spring in

a twisted (compressed) state (see the insets in Fig.
4e,f). Note that the torsion (linear) spring strictly
obeys Hooke’s law, as the elastic limit is not reached
in this work (see Supplementary Figures 6-7 and
Supplementary Actuation Performance).

With increasing weight loading, the actuation an-
gle (displacement) decreases linearly while the spe-
cific work first increases to the maximum value of
59×10−3 J kg−1 (1.1×10−3 J kg−1) and then decreases
gradually. Importantly, elements with a temperature
elevation ∆T = 20K can offer a considerable actu-
ation torque (or force) that is able to move roughly
1000 times their own weight (see Fig. 4e,f). The re-
sults are comparable with the characterization results
in literature [34] in which, however, only contraction
at the millimeter scale are demonstrated. Note that
one can obtain larger actuation torque (or force) by
simply imposing larger temperature variations or by
adjusting construction parameters.

Conclusion
In summary, we have developed thermomechanical
metamaterials that achieve elementary motions (ro-
tation and translation) under thermal stimuli and can
further assemble into a three-axis microrobot. The
thermally driven behavior is obtained in a controlled
manner and in a dry environment. The proposed
metamaterials are fabricated using a single polymer
but two different laser writing powers, thus mak-
ing each part different in its thermal and mechanical
properties. We verified that the designed compact
metamaterials show accurate, stable, and reversible
response through numerical simulations and experi-
ments. Their operation can be easily and accurately
controlled by external thermal sources, with great
potential in microrobotics and other related domains.

Methods
Samples design. The thermally actuated structures
are based on bilayer beams, utilizing the different
thermal and mechanical properties of two different
layers. To obtain the maximum thermally induced
motion and hence the best actuation performance,
optimization was conducted on the bilayer beams.
Instead of a simple single bimaterial beam, a S-
shaped patten was chosen. For a single bilayer beam
under a thermal stimulus, both axial and tangential
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movements are induced. The end of a bilayer beam
will be tilted (see Supplementary Figure 8a). Such
a tilt angle at the end of the bilayer beams signif-
icantly reduces the effective motional amplitude of
the whole structure. If two bilayer beams with in-
verted layer compositions are connected to form a S-
shaped beam, the tilt angle at the end of the second
beam is compensated for (see Supplementary Fig-
ure 8b and Supplementary Sample Design) [39]. An
overlap part was added to connect the two inverted
bilayer beams, making the structures mechanically
more robust. Besides, the overlap part largely facili-
tates the fabrication process.

Samples fabrication. The rotational and transla-
tional stacks were both assembled in the z-direction
by 5 elements. Samples were fabricated using a neg-
ative tone photoresist (IP-Dip, Nanoscribe GmbH)
and a commercial 3D gray-tone two-photon lithog-
raphy system (Photonics Professional, Nanoscribe
GmbH). A drop of resin was deposited on a fused sil-
ica substrate with dimensions 25× 25× 0.7 mm3 and
photopolymerized with a femtosecond laser operat-
ing at λ=780 nm. After printing, the sample was de-
veloped for 20 min in Propylene glycol methyl ether
acetate (PGMEA) solution to remove the unexposed
photoresist and rinsed for 3 min in Isopropyl alco-
hol (IPA) to clear the developer. In the fabrication
process, the more active component was first fabri-
cated with a laser power 9 mW. Then the laser was
drifted and another component was fabricated with a
laser power 10 mW. A Galvanometric scan speed of
10 mm s−1 was used for the whole fabrication pro-
cess. Key material properties and geometry sizes of
the samples are listed in Fig. 1.

Temperature-dependent characterization. During
the measurements, the samples were placed on a flat
heater within an encapsulated chamber. In this man-
ner, the samples, as well as the air within the cham-
ber, were heated by the heater. After a certain time
(here we chose 25 minutes), we assumed that the
system reached its steady state and that the sample
temperature was uniform and stable which was ac-
tually equal to the surrounding air temperature. The
heating processes were controlled by a commercial
Linkam system, ranging from 25◦C to 100◦C. For ac-
curacy, we placed a calibrated thermo-sensor at the

sample location and recorded live temperatures dur-
ing each heating process. The chamber had a glass
window on the top end, allowing for optical access
and imaging by an optical microscope. Images were
acquired using a single microscope lens (Achroplan
20× with a numerical aperture NA = 0.4) via a
charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera. The samples
were moved with respect to the microscope by man-
ually moving the entire chamber using a translation
stage. For each sample, We observed them for at
least three times.

Data availability

The data that support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding authors on reason-
able request. Source data are provided with this pa-
per.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the operating principle of
rotational and translational stages. (a) Bi-material
beam and its deformation under a change in sur-
rounding temperature of 40 K. (b-c) Operating prin-
ciple of the translational and rotational elements, re-
spectively. The component with higher (lower) CTE
is depicted in blue (gray). The initial positions of the
elements are outlined for visual comparison. The di-
rections of rotation (translation) are indicated by red
(black) arrows. For clarity, deformations in panel (a)
and panels (b-c) are scaled by 10 times and 40 times,
respectively. Key parameters marked in the panels
are: α1 = 3.84 × 10−5 K−1, α2 = 4.67 × 10−5 K−1,
E1 = 3.98 GPa, E2 = 3.9 GPa, µ1 = µ2 = 0.4,
h1 = h2 = 3 µm, h3 = 54 µm, h4 = 21 µm,
h5 = 36 µm, h6 = 12 µm, h7 = 33 µm, L1 = 57 µm,
L2 = 63 µm, L3 = 18 µm, L4 = 15 µm, L5 = 48 µm,
w1 = 15 µm, w2 = 24 µm, d1 = 48 µm.
Figure 2. CTE and Young’s modulus measure-
ment. (a) Bulk polymer cubes written by different
laser power scaling factors. (b) Outline of the general
process in ImageJ to obtain areas measured in pixels:
the optical image of a polymer cube in panel (c) is
first converted into 8-bit format in panel (d). Then
an edge detection algorithm is applied and the image
is converted into a binary image in panel (e). After
applying closing algorithms in panel (f) and filling
algorithms in panel (g), we finally obtain the internal
area defined by these edges in panel (h). (i) The CTE
versus laser exposure power is obtained by measur-
ing areas before and after heating. The Young’s mod-
ulus depicted in red is measured by Brillouin light
scattering metrology. The bottom horizontal axis
gives the power scaling factor whereas the top hor-
izontal axis gives the actual power. We add black
(red) error bars to indicate standard deviations of the
calculated CTE (Young’s modulus). The CTE de-
creases (Young’s modulus increases) with the laser
exposure power. Both variations are approximately
linear.
Figure 3. Functional stacks fabricated by gray-
tone lithography. (a) (c) Optical micrographs and
(b) (d) SEM images. Each stack is composed of
five elements. The samples are composed of two
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constituent components fabricated with a single pho-
toresist but two different laser exposure powers. Dif-
ferential shrinkage during development leads to pre-
bending of the bi-layer beams, further leading to ro-
tation (translation) of the stack shown in the panels.
Figure 4. Temperature-dependent measurement
of the fabricated stacks. (a) (c) Dependence of mo-
tional amplitudes of the stacks with the thermal gra-
dient for rotation and translation, respectively. The
plots show a symmetric, linear and reversible ampli-
tude response. (b) (d) Cyclic stability of the struc-
tures for rotation and translation, respectively, where
temperatures are switched between 25◦C (marked
in blue) and 45◦C (marked in red). The error bars
(marked in black) indicate the difference between
experimental and numerical results. Note that the
translational displacements in panels (c-d) are nor-
malized to the initial non-heated stack length in the
z-direction. (e) (f) The specific work (i.e., the work
normalized to the mass of the structure) and the ac-
tuation motion of the elements under thermal stim-
uli are plotted versus the normalized load and repre-
sented in analogy with Hooke’s springs shown in the
insets. Loads M0 and M1 have been normalized by
the mass of the rotational element (2.5×10−10 kg) and
translational element (2.1×10−10 kg), respectively. A
linear relationship between displacements and exter-
nal loads is observed in both cases, suggesting that
the elastic limit is not reached.
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